A testbed for flexible and energy-efficient resource management with virtualized LTE-A nodes
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**Abstract**—This paper describes the software architecture and the implementation of a fully operational testbed that demonstrates the benefits of flexible, dynamic resource allocation with virtualized LTE-A nodes. The testbed embodies and specializes the general software architecture devised within the Flex5Gware EU project, and focuses on two intelligent programs: the first one is a Global Scheduler, that coordinates radio resource allocation among interfering nodes; the second one is a Global Power Manager, which switches on/off nodes based on their expected and measured load over a period of minutes. The software framework is written using open-source software, and includes fast, scalable optimization algorithms at both components. Moreover, it supports virtualized BaseBand Units, implemented using OpenAirInterface, that can run on physical and virtual machines. We present the results obtained via on-field measurements, that demonstrate the feasibility and benefits of our approach.
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**I. INTRODUCTION**

Cellular networks are evolving towards a dense and heterogeneous architecture, where macro nodes are used to guarantee ubiquitous coverage and micro cells boost network capacity when needed. In this scenario, operators want to optimize the network-wide energy footprint by switching on micro cells only when needed. Furthermore, inter-cell interference stands as a serious issue, in particular the one from the macro cells to the users served by the micro cells. Coordinated Scheduling (CS) is a Coordinated MultiPoint (CoMP) method that allows nodes to dynamically agree on which frequencies to use in order to reduce the interference for User Equipments (UEs). In the future, both energy-aware management and inter-cell coordination will leverage flexible hardware-software infrastructures and new paradigms, such as the Virtual Radio Access Network (V-RAN). V-RAN uses general-purpose hardware to implement a node in a virtualized environment and to pool a significant number (i.e., hundreds) of cells in a centralized server, in so-called "cloud"-RAN (C-RAN) deployment. Such an architecture facilitates solving the above problems, since it allows one to design schemes that leverage the availability of information at a centralized point and the low latency of the inter-node (i.e., inter-VM) communications.

The Flex5Gware EU-5GPPP project [1], aims at delivering reconfigurable HW platforms and HW-agnostic software to achieve higher capacity and increased energy efficiency and maximize flexibility in the transition to 5G wireless systems. The project encompasses a wide range of building blocks, from antennas to software architectures. One of the threads of this project aims at researching flexible, effective and efficient resource allocation mechanisms in a V-RAN environment, that allow an operator to enhance performance and save energy. This paper presents the software framework underlying the above-mentioned research, which implements a CS server that coordinates virtualized nodes at a fast pace and a power management server that decides which nodes need to be on. We describe the framework, highlighting its flexibility, and the way it interacts with the nodes. We evaluate our framework on a real-life testbed prototype. Our measurements confirm and validate our simulation results [2], showing that CS does increase the channel quality perceived by users connected to micro cells, despite the high interference from the macro. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first prototype to demonstrate this.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the software framework, whereas Section III describes the testbed. Section IV describes field results. In Section V we conclude the paper and highlight directions for future work.

**II. SOFTWARE FRAMEWORK FOR RESOURCE ALLOCATION**

Our software framework, outlined in Figure 1 and derived from the general Flex5Gware software architecture [1], consists of two levels: an intelligent program layer on top of the nodes layer (i.e., eNBs, either macro or micro). The former, whose perspective is network-wide, includes a Monitoring Library (ML), a database which stores the information to be used by the other components, a Global Scheduler (GS), which embodies the CS, and a Global Power Manager (GPM), whose role is to compute the most energy-efficient network configuration that allows the current load to be carried, by switching off/on nodes. The GPM makes decisions at a relatively slow pace (e.g., tens of minutes), whereas the GS works at sub-second timescales. The node layer contains the eNB components, namely the Remote Radio Head (RRH) and the BaseBand Unit (BBU). From the point of view of power management, a physical node is virtualized through a Local Power Manager (LPM), a software component which is always on. When the GPM wants to switch on/off a node, it contacts its LPM and instructs it to do so. We first describe the general operation of the software framework, and then discuss its implementation in more detail.

Nodes that are switched on register themselves as such on the ML, and start sending their Scheduling Requests (SR) to it. The latter are the number of Resource Blocks (RBs) required to clear their backlog in the current Transmission Time Interval (TTI). Periodically, each node \(i\) receives an Allocation Mask (AM) from the GS, which is a vector of binaries detailing which RBs can/cannot be used by that node. CS is enforced by sending different AMs to different nodes.

The GPM manages a large-scale portion of the network (i.e., several tens or even hundreds of nodes). The network can be...
partitioned into CS clusters, each under the supervision of a GS. This is because CS runs at faster timescales, to a point where its scale becomes the limiting factor. Our CS algorithms can coordinate up to 20 nodes every second, or 10 nodes every 100 ms [2]. Therefore, the GPM periodically clusters active nodes, based on their position and radiation information (all of which are static and stored in the ML). For each cluster, it activates an instance of a GS process. The GS polls the ML periodically, requesting a time average of the SRs of the nodes in its cluster (e.g., on the last 100ms). The ML performs the time average and returns the reply. The GS is aware of the average inter-cell interference that node i does on node j’s users, and uses that information to produce a schedule for all the nodes in its cluster that minimizes the overlapping of RBs for the nodes with the highest mutual interference. When the schedule is done, the GS prepares the AMs and sends them to the nodes.

At a slower timescale (e.g., tens of minutes), the GPM polls the ML for node status and usage statistics of active nodes. Moreover, it retrieves from the ML the expected traffic profiles, that detail what is supposed to happen in the next period based on historical records and context information (e.g., the occurrence of mass-attendance events, such as a soccer match). Using this information, the GPM prepares a list of nodes to be switched on/off in the next period and the ensuing new clustering, and sends the switching commands to the affected LPMs.

We now describe the implementation of the framework, which is developed in C++ language. All the modules are independent single- or multi-threaded processes that exchange information via Posix sockets using an ad-hoc application-level protocol which defines the format and the timing of exchanged messages. Intelligent programs are both hardware- and implementation-agnostic: in our testbed, BBUs are embodied by OpenAirInterface software [3], but any other implementation can be supported, as long as it complies to the interfaces. Moreover, a LPM knows how to switch on/off both the RRH and the BBU of its node, regardless of whether the latter resides on a physical machine (PM) or a virtual machine (VM). Last, but not least, our framework is flexible: adding a new node only requires setting up its own LPM, configuring it with the IP address and port of the ML, and filling its static information (e.g., position, radiation pattern, etc.) in the ML itself. The intelligent program will then include it in their optimization cycles starting from their respective next period.

A. Monitoring Library

The Monitoring Library (ML) collects the information provided by the nodes and makes it available to the intelligent programs. It serves two main purposes. First, it creates a unified repository for information that may have multiple uses, going beyond those described in this paper. This follows a general trend of endowing cellular networks with data analytics capabilities that can be exploited by different applications, e.g., in a Mobile Edge Computing paradigm [4]. Moreover, it could be easily adapted to work with already available RAN solutions, e.g. SoftRAN [12] or FlexRAN [13]. Second, it solves synchronization problems among the entities involved: in fact, if node TTI boundaries are misaligned, the worst that can happen is that the GS will receive as inputs time averages taken on slightly different intervals, whose relative offset is at most one TTI. Similarly, a node may acknowledge a new AM one TTI later than another. However, AMs are typically changed every 100ms or so, hence the performance impact of this is negligible.

The ML must be populated. Some of its data are static, such as node position, radiation pattern, average inter-cell interference for couple of neighboring nodes, etc. These data must be entered manually by a network operator, which uses a Static Data Interface to do so. The same interface can also be used by the operator to enforce commands (such as manual switch-on of a node) to the LPMs, via the GPM. Among the information that the ML stores we have expected traffic profiles, i.e. curves of required Mbps over time for each node. These are constructed progressively by aggregating the reported usage statistics of active nodes, and are consulted by the GPM to make switching decisions. Their purpose is twofold: to provide context information, as already explained, and to substitute actual usage data for nodes that are switched off at the moment (otherwise the GPM would have no basis on which to decide to switch them back on). This information is received through the Data Aggregation Interface, together with the nodes Scheduling Requests. The ML also exports a Polling Interface, used by the intelligent programs to obtain the input for their periodic optimization cycles. The ML architecture is shown in Figure 2. The Data Aggregation Interface is implemented by a passive asynchronous UDP server, since high communication rates are needed and occasional message losses are not overly harmful, which receives the following types of messages: Scheduling Requests coming from the Nodes’ Local Schedulers, Usage Statistics from the Nodes’ Monitoring Agents, and Node Status messages from the Nodes’ Local Power Managers. Scheduling Requests arrive at the rate of one request per TTI, and they are stored in per-node circular local buffers, whose size is a GS period. This serves two purposes: first, an insertion requires one sum and one subtraction, while the extraction of the averaged SR of a node is just an integer division. Therefore, the computational overhead of the most time-critical operations is negligible. Second, the only storage required is one GS period per node, making the framework more scalable. Usage Statistics are aggregated on fixed, configurable, time slots (e.g., 10/15 minutes)
and saved in the database. Node Status messages are used to update the database as well. The Polling Interface is implemented by two TCP servers that wait for connections from the GS and the GPM, since polling is less frequent, but connections need to be reliable. When the GS and the GPM connect to these servers they can ask for Scheduling Requests and Usage Statistics, aggregated over suitable past windows. The time filtering and aggregation are performed by the ML itself, and the window size is communicated by the requesting intelligent program (e.g., 100ms for GS, 10 minutes for GPM).

### B. Global Power Manager

The Global Power Manager (GPM) optimizes power consumption by dynamically switching on and off nodes based on the network load. The GPM retrieves network load information and expected traffic profiles using the ML Polling Interface; it runs a power saving algorithm, whose output is a list of nodes whose activity status must be switched; it sends those nodes’ LPMs the appropriate switching commands. Moreover, the GPM activates the CS by starting one GS process per cluster. In doing so, it also informs the GS of the cluster composition. The GPM architecture is shown in Figure 3. The GPM is implemented by a single-threaded process, as its operation does not require critical synchronizations, hence concurrency is not required. At the start, the process establishes a TCP connection with the ML and retrieves the addresses of the LPMs of known nodes (whether active or not). Then, it creates a TCP connection with each LPM. Then, it retrieves Usage Statistics and Node Status periodically using the Polling Interface to the ML, and delivers commands to the LPMs.

In the simplest case, the GPM can be used to turn on all the nodes at boot and reconfigure the network only when explicitly requested by the network operator via override commands committed in the ML. We have provided a sample GPM algorithm to go with the implementation. The latter divides each macro cell into areas. An area can be served by more than one eNB: typically, the macro covers all areas, and micros cover a subset of the areas. Some eNB (typically macros) cannot be switched off, some others (e.g., micros) can. The algorithm solves an optimization problem which computes the minimum network-wide power consumption, under the constraint that the traffic demand coming from all areas (as inferred by expected and actual traffic profiles) is satisfied, if possible at all. This requires computing the average SINR in each area, which is done taking into account inter-cell interference in all the network. A result of the execution of the GPM algorithm is shown in Figure 4, where switched-off nodes are dark red, and an area is represented by a dot of the same color as its serving node.

### C. Local Power Manager

The Local Power Manager (LPM) receives node management commands from the GPM and controls the BBU and the RRH to activate/deactivate the node itself, i.e. its BBU and RRH. The LPM itself must always be on, because it needs to...
maintain a TCP connection with the GPM to receive management commands. The LPM needs not be physically co-located with the node: the typical case is a C-RAN architecture, where LPMs are processes running in the cloud, which are cheap in terms of CPU, memory and storage consumption. The only requirement is that the LPM is configured with the IP address(es) of the machine(s) hosting the BBU and the RRH. The LPM architecture is shown in Figure 5. The LPM is highly modular: it includes two distinct management modules, one for the BBU and one for the RRH, assuming that they are separate entities. Since both the BBU and the RRH software is ideally implemented by a process running on a machine, both Management Modules have a Process Management component and a Machine Management component. The Machine Management can control both VMs and PMs. When controlling a PM, the component uses Wake-on-LAN magic packets to turn it on, and shutdown commands via a SSH connection to turn it off. With VMs, it sends the corresponding commands to the hypervisor. The Process Management component uses SSH connections to send commands to the (virtual or physical) machine’s operating system, to activate the RRH/BBU process after boot, and interrupt it before shutting down the machine. The sequence diagram of a node activation is shown in Figure 6 for both the PM and the VM case. The OS-specific part of the LPM is limited to the commands required to activate/interrupt the related processes.

D. Global Scheduler

The Global Scheduler (GS) implements the CS mechanism. Nodes report scheduling requests to the ML, so that the GS can decide an enforce their AMs, namely, which nodes can use which RBs so that the inter-cell interference is minimized. A GS supervises a cluster of interfering nodes. The GPM communicates the ID of the nodes in the cluster to the GS at the time of activation. The GS architecture is shown in Figure 7.

The GS is a multi-threaded process, since its timing constraints are tight: a receiver thread polls Scheduling Requests from the ML; a sender thread sends Scheduling Commands to the Local Schedulers; a scheduler thread runs the CS algorithm. The three threads communicate through shared memory and run periodically at different, configurable periods. As CS runs every hundreds or thousands of TTI, the threads are scheduled by the Linux kernel in soft real time. The above design allows one to change the underlying CS algorithm by simply changing the implementation of the scheduler thread. The CS algorithm used in our testbed is the one described in [2]: the latter minimizes the total overlap of subbands among nodes. Each overlapping subband is weighted by the interference coefficient of the two nodes sharing it, so that it is less likely that highly interfering nodes allocate the same subbands. This is achieved by solving a Mixed Integer-Linear problem, whose size is $2^n \cdot C$ being the cluster size. Rather counterintuitively, this formulation allows clusters up to 10 nodes to be coordinated at paces of 100ms. For larger clusters (i.e., up to 20-30 nodes), good suboptimal heuristics achieve coordination at periods of 1s. These periods are short enough to capture very fast traffic dynamics.

Most of the CS algorithms proposed in the literature, e.g. [5-8], require information which is unavailable in current cellular networks: for instance, they require UEs to measure and report SINR or CQIs with/without some of the major interferers. Moreover, some of these schemes (e.g., [7,8]), require per-UE information to be available to the global coordinator, which then allocates resources to single UEs in a multi-cell area. On the other hand, our CS allocates subbands to nodes, leaving to the LSs to enforce per-UE scheduling. This two-level scheduling makes the architecture more scalable and allows for an easy upgrade from already existing nodes.

E. Local Scheduler and Monitoring Agent

The Local Scheduler (LS) resides inside the node’s BBU and allocates RBs to users. On each TTI, the LS computes how many RBs it needs to meet its UEs’ requests. It then sends to the ML the Scheduling Request thus computed, which will be included in the report to the GS at the next period. When the LS receives a Scheduling Command from the GS, it applies the AM included in it. Nodes check for a new AM on each TTI, just before scheduling their UEs, and keep applying the old one until instructed otherwise. At startup, the default AM is one which enables all RBs. The Monitoring Agent (MA) resides inside the Node’s BBU. It collects Usage Statistics from the Node and sends them periodically to the ML, at periods of tens of seconds or more. The collected Statistics are configurable, and include: number of active UEs, average CQIs of served UEs, average RB occupancy, required MAC-level bandwidth. The MA implementation, like the LS’s, depends on the Node implementation. Note that the MA and LS are the only software components that need be added to the BBU in order to enable a node to work with our framework.

F. An example

A sequence diagram for our framework is shown in Figure 8: The GPM is launched and queries the ML for Node Status and Usage Statistics. The GPM algorithm decides to turn on a node and it sends a command to its LPM, which activates the node components. Then, the GPM activates a GS instance, communicating to it the ID of the coordinated nodes. When the node is on, its LPM registers it as such into the ML, its MA starts sending Usage Statistics to the ML and its LS starts sending Scheduling Requests to the ML. In the meanwhile, the GS starts polling the ML for scheduling requests and sending scheduling commands to the LS. When a node is not needed anymore, the GPM sends the switch-off command to the LPM, which switches off the node components.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE TESTBED

The testbed aims to represent the heterogeneous scenario illustrated in Figure 9, consisting of a macro cell and two micro cells. The testbed is outlined in Figure 10. Each node is implemented as a single PM, hosting both the BBU and RRH. The BBU is embodied by the OAI software and the RRH runs on a dedicated USRP hardware connected to the PM itself. OAI has been enhanced with our modifications, namely adding a LS and a MA. The local scheduler intercepts the OAI MAC scheduling process, extracts the number of RBs allocated to the UEs for the current TTI, and sends the ensuing SR to the ML. Note that the OAI MAC scheduler allocates RB groups, consisting of three consecutive RBs, starting from the lowest-index ones, hence the resolution of the SR is coarser. The MA for OAI is an in-house statistics collection framework, derived from the ns2-measure software and described in [9]. Each BBU is connected to a RRH, implemented using Ettus USRP B210 boards. UEs are
commercial Huawei E392u-12 dongles connected to three high-end laptops that monitor the UE performance. The core network employed is the Amari-LTE 100 [10], which is a commercial product compatible with OAI. Ad-hoc SIM cards were burned to enable UEs to register with the core network. The intelligent programs, namely the ML, the GS, the GPM, as well as the LPMs for the three nodes, are hosted on a separate laptop. All the nodes and the intelligent programs are in the same Ethernet LAN. In the testbed, all the nodes belong to the same cluster, hence a single GS instance runs at any time.

The test is done with a system bandwidth of 10 MHz, hence the number of RBs is equal to 50 (17 RB groups, the last of which consisting of two RBs only). UEs are capable of reporting nine narrowband CQIs. We were unable to determine the exact correspondence between RB groups and reported CQIs, although it is clear from the standard that the CQI subbands should have the same width (give or take 1 RB), hence 5 or 6 RBs, and that a higher-index subband reports higher-index RBs. Therefore, we cannot match with certainty an RB group to a reported narrowband CQI. In order to simplify the monitoring of nodes, each node has a single UE attached to it. This allows us to monitor UEs, instead of nodes, hence does not require us to instrument the BBU software, which is already resource-hungry. Downlink traffic is generated at the nodes using a CBR traffic generator (iperf), at 3, 5 and 7 Mbps.

In order to circumvent instability and synchronization problems between the UEs and the eNBs, the air interface has been channeled in a controlled environment by using wired connections. An 8-way programmable attenuator, splitters and circulators were used to emulate inter-cell interference according to the reference scenario. The macro cell generates DL interference for the two micros. UE1 hears both the Macro and Micro 1, but the attenuation on the Macro allows it to attach to Micro 1. The same holds for UE 2, which is attached to Micro 2. Micros do not interfere with each other. Therefore, the SINR of UE 1 and UE 2 are $\text{SINR}_x = \frac{P_{\text{RX,Micro}_x}}{P_{\text{RX,Macro}} + N}$, where $P_{\text{RX,Micro}_x}$ is the signal received from $x$-th Micro, $P_{\text{RX,Macro}}$ is the signal received from Macro Cell, and $N$ is the Noise Power. These values can be controlled and modified using the variable attenuator, which allows us to monitor the obtained channel quality using the laptop where the dongle UEs are attached. We used a spectrum analyzer and XCAL (a commercially available benchmarking software running on the UEs), to analyze inter-cell interference between the Macro Cell and the Micro Cells and its effect on CQI values reported by UEs connected to the Micro Cells. A digital clamp meter is used to measure the power consumed by the laptops running the BBUs and the RRHs.

IV. FIELD RESULTS

This section describes proof-of-concept field results regarding the architecture and the resource allocation algorithms. We first evaluate the framework performance in terms of the communication overhead. This is relevant only for communications related to CS, which occur at sub-second timescales. Those related to power management, instead, occur at much coarser timescales, hence pose no challenge. In particular, we measure the traffic rate of i) Scheduling Requests from the LS to the ML, ii) Scheduling Requests from the ML to the GS and iii) Scheduling Commands from the GS to the LSs. In our test, each of the three LSs sends one SR per TTI (1 ms) to the ML, as local scheduling occurs every TTI, as per the standard. The GS was tested using different periods. No deadline misses were observed, even when the GS period was brought to an (unrealistic) minimum of 1 ms. Figure 11 shows the traffic rates per node on the channels, at the Ethernet level, against the GS period $T$. The LS/ML traffic rate per node is independent of $T$ and equal to 416 kbps; the ML/GS and the GS/LS traffic rates are inversely proportional to $T$. Given that $T$ cannot be expected to be less than 10 ms, the bottleneck is the LS/ML interface. However, even a low-end server should be able to manage several hundreds of simultaneous LS/ML flows on a Gigabit Ethernet NIC. This shows that the communications of our framework are well-engineered for a large-scale deployment.

For the node management, we test the switch-on and -off times of the testbed nodes. The former is the time between the switch-on command being sent by the GPM and the cell being up and running. The latter is the time between the command being sent by the GPM and the node machine being completely turned off. The switch-on time consists of: i) machine and operating system boot time; ii) USRP firmware loading time, and iii) OAI process starting time. The firmware loading is required every time the machine is powered up, since the USRP boards use a SRAM-based FPGA which is reset when powered down. Note that OAI disables all BIOS power-management features, hence no “light” stand-by/sleep/hibernation status can be used in lieu of a complete shut-down. Results in Table 1 show that the switch-on takes less than a minute, and switch-off takes less than five seconds. The largest portion of the switch on time is due to machine/OS booting and firmware loading, both caused by inherent hardware limitations. Using a more advanced setup, with BBUs running on VMs and RRH supporting stand-by, the switch on/off times could be abated by 80%.

We then evaluate how dynamic CS affects the CQIs reported by UEs when all nodes transmit their DL traffic. We analyze reported CQI and MAC-layer throughput before and after activating GS. Figure 12 shows the average CQIs reported by UEs attached to Micro Cells (UE 1 and UE 2), before and after the activation of CS, respectively in the 3, 5 and 7 Mbps network load scenario. The red line indicates the start of CS. In all the three scenarios, the reported CQI increases from 10-11 to 14.
Note that the interference at micro UEs is calibrated so that the latter can actually attach to the micro (instead of the macro). This justifies the fact that the baseline CQIs (10-11) are quite high, and makes it all the more challenging to improve on them. Figure 13 shows the average MAC-layer downlink throughput of UE 1 and UE 2, before and after the activation of CS, with an application-level offered load of 3, 5 and 7 Mbps respectively. As before, the red line states the activation of CS. In all three scenarios, the received data throughput increases. Figure 14 shows the throughput gain in percentage given by CS as offered DL traffic increases. The gain is higher at low traffic rates as CS manages to allocate mutually exclusive, interference-free radio resources for each node. As the offered load increases, CS allocates partially overlapping AMs, hence the gain decreases.

As far as power management is concerned, it is difficult, if possible at all, to evaluate the effectiveness of an algorithm that takes into account global, large-scale inter-cell interference, in a testbed with three nodes. However, the testbed serves as a proof of concept for such a mechanism. In a nutshell, the algorithm disables a micro if it has no UE to serve or if the traffic generated by its UEs can be handed over to the Macro Cell. Using the clamp meter, we measured the current absorbed by a node in the following conditions: i) machine on, idle; ii) BBU running; iii) UE attached to the BBU; iv) UE attached and receiving full-buffer downlink traffic. The measurements in Table 2 lead to a “flat” power model, where the level of activity of the node has little, if any, impact on the power consumption. This means that the latter can only be reduced by turning off a node completely. Of course, this holds for our testbed, in which general-purpose machines and entry-level prototyping boards were used, but does not hold in general. Power models available in the literature (e.g., [11]) show that the power consumption depends on the allocated RBs, and that the fixed switch-on power offset will contribute less as technology progresses. Thus, a GPM algorithm that optimizes RB allocation is going to make a considerable difference in the power consumption.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we described a flexible and scalable software framework that collects network-wide usage statistics, achieves dynamic Coordinated Scheduling at sub-second scales and enforces power saving node management, all with little customizations to the BBU implementation. We also described a testbed that implements such software framework using general purpose machines and entry-level hardware and emulates a simple, yet plausible scenario. The testbed demonstrates two things: first, the computational and communication overhead of the framework is negligible, and the intelligent programs are scalable. Second, the dynamic CS and the power saving features do increase the network efficiency, by both using fewer RBs to serve the same traffic and switching off underutilized nodes.
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